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On June 23, 2021, the Global CMO Growth Council Leadership Forum at Cannes LIONS once again convened the only global
leadership body to drive the marketing industry’s growth agenda forward.
Building the Roadmap for 2022
Business Planning
The goal of this year’s annual
leadership forum was to take stock
of progress and prioritize the
efforts that will best activate the
group as a force for good and a
force for growth.
This year’s leadership forum
kicked- off the Growth Council’s
2022 planning cycle which runs
through the summer and
culminates in October at the ANA’s
Masters of Marketing conference
with action plans for the Council’s
four growth priorities.

Marketers have evolved beyond a mere communications
conduit to customers.
Since launch at Cannes in 2018,
the Global CMO Growth
Council has become one of the
world’s most influential
communities of business
leaders.
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Over the past 18 months, 750+
CMOs and industry leaders have
participated in Growth Council
initiatives to advance the
industry’s growth agenda.

CMO delegates secured a collective
commitment to fortify the
industry’s talent pool – at
exponential scale, globally – and to
appropriately resource the
operational business machines in a
way that will enable them to
support the Growth Council’s
ambitious objectives.

The chief consideration in
planning for the year ahead
focused on the people of the
marketing industry as well as
improving the planet.
OUR PEOPLE
Have we done enough to ensure
that the foundation of our
industry – our people – are
ready and able to operate at full
potential?

OUR PLANET
What is the most productive use
of the collective resources of the
Global CMO Growth Council
and its unparalleled influence
among the business community
to effect real change in the
subject of Sustainability.
What can marketers impact
directly, individually and
collectively as an industry?
How do we kickstart ACTION in
the short term and build longterm in a structured and
accelerated way?
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OUR PEOPLE: Building a Better
Talent Pipeline

CHALLENGE
Advance the
current
marketing
curriculum
beyond
theory and
into realword
practicality.

Attract
greater
diversity to
marketing on
campuses.

Address this from an academic level (bridging business and academia
to create the pipeline we need)

ACTIONS

SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Invest in a layer of academic programs that instill the practicality of marketing.
• Get closer to academia.
CMOs must play a stronger role in recruitment and teaching. We need to help
students gain a better understanding of what they could do in this industry, even
if they aren’t initially interested in marketing. Internships, practical experience,
speakers on campus - these are all good. But we all must get out there and
commit our companies to do something more.

• AEF Campus Speakers Program. Link

• Overhaul current case studies used in classrooms.
Current case studies are 10 years outdated. We need to tell our stories to
students in more compelling ways. We need to invite more interns in.

• Host an AEF MADE Intern. Link

• Work to change diversity on campuses globally
Some students think that they can’t succeed in marketing because they’re from a
minority group and don’t see marketing as a diverse or inclusive industry. Our
work to change this must be a global effort. Diversity can only be achieved
through a global approach.

• The AEF HBCU Campus Connect
Program. Link

• Look for talent beyond the marketing degree.
CMOs need to recognize that students don’t always start out with degrees in
marketing. Our industry is losing out on potential great marketers because we
tend to only focus on people with marketing degrees.

• Host an AEF MADE Intern. Link

• AEF Visiting Professor Program. Link
• AEF Symposia. Link

• Develop new case studies.
Global-CMO-Growth-Council@ana.net

• Global CMO Growth Council Diversity
Resources. Link

• ANA University Membership. Link
• Work with ANA to develop more
comprehensive on-boarding tools for
entry-level marketers.
Global-CMO-Growth-Council@ana.net
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CHALLENGE
Students
misperceive
marketing
as being too
shallow.

ACTIONS

SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Invest in programs that reposition marketing as a profession that can make a
real difference for humanity – and for businesses.
• Inject “Brands for Humans” into the marketing curriculum.
Students need to better understand how marketers can change how people feel
about things and how they can help save the world. Empathy. Strategic thinking.
Creativity. Those are all traits you can’t train. They must be learned on the
ground.

• Complete set of Global CMO Growth
Council resources for Brands for
Humans (B4H). Link

• Demonstrate marketing’s role – beyond simply advertising, to the
development of strategic value creation for all stakeholders.

• Host an AEF MADE Intern. Link

Develop and test content that showcases marketing as a business driver. Today’s
students are purpose-driven. When they realize marketing can do more, they
become immediately interested.
• Reshape the way students think about marketing.
The way that marketing is positioned as a craft is marginal. It does not embrace
what marketing is all about - which is understanding human insight and shaping
the agenda for products and brands to have a meaningful impact on people’s
lives. If students really want to influence society and help people thrive, then
marketing is the right field of study. Yet, that’s not the way marketing is being
positioned or taught.
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The AEF Campus Toolkit provides
resources for marketers to inspire future
superstars to join the industry.
• Best Jobs You’ve Never Heard Of. Link
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OUR PEOPLE: Enhancing Our
Current Talent

CHALLENGE
The
marketing
remit now
goes far
beyond the
traditional
areas – for
CMOs and
their teams.

Address development of current talent (making sure our current talent
is ready, healthy and capable to thrive in their jobs and perform at
peak potential)

ACTIONS

SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Share more with each other about building capabilities for the 21st century.
• Ensure that marketing teams are on the right career path.
Each year, the ANA equips thousands of marketers with the skills they need to
advance their careers, increase the capabilities of their teams, and enhance their
brands.

Other organizations (like Stukent) provide detailed learning modules consistent
with the way marketing is taught in the academic world, and in the real world.
These intensive training modules will provide your teams with a new perspective
on the latest marketing practices, deployments, and activations.

• The ANA marketing Training and
Development Center. Link
• Stukent provides cutting-edge
simulations and courseware. Link
• On September 14, 2021, the ANA and
the Global CMO Growth Council will
sponsor an international day of training
for the marketing industry. To learn
more, email us at:
Global-CMO-Growth-Council@ana.net

• Expert crowdsourcing for CMOs
Build an “expert sounding board,” that will provide access to leaders to evaluate
ideas - whether related to e-commerce, digital, data, or wherever a capability
gap exists on your team. An “Angie’s List” for marketing that would support
projects where capabilities gaps exist.
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Join over 200 CMOs in the Global CMO
Exchange

• Link for More Information
• Contact Rochelle Carter-Wilson, CMO
Exchange Concierge at ANA
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CHALLENGE

ACTIONS

The marketing
industry, like
so many
others, is
reeling from
psychological
impact of the
past year.

We’ve agreed to identify and share best practices throughout the industry
from other CMOs and experts in order to benefit everyone as they transition
to new-normal work environments. Some initial examples that were
discussed include:
• Build a playbook, a collection of efforts, on how to return to normal.
We are all learning and making progress as we move forward. Let’s capture
this and share it with each other. For instance, some organizations are
opening more offices across the country, so that they can get closer to
consumers and provide their teams with more flexibility to work together.
• Recognize that your teams are facing a lot of pressure to “unbalance” their
lives as they return to the office.
Many marketers don’t want to “go back.” How can we as industry leaders
enable our teams to bring their whole self to work? HP is exploring an app
called “TaskHuman” to help marketers re-enter the workspace.

SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

• To contribute to a “Re-entry” playbook,
let us know at:
Global-CMO-Growth-Council@ana.net

• TaskHuman is a one-to-one wellness
coaching app that provides instant
video chat with vetted experienced
wellness coaches. Link

• Rethink work/life balance.
Marketing teams wear many hats. They face a lot of pressure from many
different areas. Offer your team a safe place to talk about these kinds of
issues. Be conscious about how everyone is different with the stress. Change
the norms about managing time or dealing with stress. Some people work
differently and need different working hours.
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OUR PLANET: Influencing the
World we Live in

CHALLENGE
The marketing
industry must
take a stronger
role and greater
action to address
difficult and
entrenched
sustainability
issues like ocean
plastic, the clean
water crisis, and
many other issues
impacting the
health of our
planet on a
number of
different fronts.

Address how the CMO community needs to understand the nuances
of Sustainability and drive change internally at our companies to
create the sustainable products and services your customers demand.

ACTIONS
Leverage the operational business systems that have been created already
to help us do that positively impact sustainability.
• WFA Planet Pledge.

WFA Planet Pledge. Link

Planet Pledge, from the World Federation of Advertisers puts marketers in a
position to help lead brand responses to climate change, encourage efforts
across the wider marketing industry and help consumers act more
sustainably when using their products and services.
• Sustainable Brands.

Sustainable Brands. Link

Since 2006, Sustainable Brands has inspired, engaged, and equipped
business leaders to drive social and environmental change through brand
innovation, value creation, and positive impact. Now, the ANA has joined
forces with them.
• The Sustainability Council.

The Sustainability Council. Link

Co-chaired by Marc Pritchard, Adweek’s Sustainability Council comprises
CMOs and heads of sustainability from top brands, to address responsible
environmental practices, social purpose and equality.
• Brands for Good

• Brands for Good. Link

Consisting of top global brands, Brands for Good provides an ‘Innovation
Framework’ of proprietary tools, research, workshops, and thought
leadership to accelerate progress for making sustainable lifestyles desirable.
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SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

• Innovation Framework resources. Link
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CHALLENGE
The span of
actions that
we could
potentially
take as an
industry is
exponential.
Before we can
make an
impact, we
need to
identify what
we can
influence.

ACTIONS

SUPPORTING BUSINESS SYSTEMS

We need to start by organizing our collective thoughts as a unified leadership
body, around sustainability.
• Recognize that sustainably doesn't mean the same thing across the world.
In Southeast Asia, sustainability is packet waste. In India, it is access to water. In
Europe it is climate change. The reality for consumers is actually very different.
It's not either/or. It's just recognizing that there are simply different needs.

WFA’s Marketing and Sustainability:
Closing the Gaps Report. Link

• Build out workstreams for CMOs.
Using the significant work that the Growth Council is doing around diversity as an
analogy, develop the tools and resources that CMOs need to embrace efforts for
sustainability. Then align to the broader ecosystem.
• Advocate for ESG.
ESG combines all the discipline that we need – from an investor stakeholder
approach in the C-Suite. This goal-oriented approach is industry-specific. And it
will help move the needle around bigger companies.
• Create a sustainable creative and media marketing supply chain.
Gain better control over what we purchase to produce marketing as an industry.
Collectively, our supply chains have a huge impact on climate change. Study how
agency holding companies manage their supply chains. WPP and Dentsu, have
had great impact on their approach to marketing production supply chains.
• Develop frameworks to help organizations work with climate change.

Is this meaningful for our company and our purpose? How would we talk about
it? Will our customers care about it in the same way? What are the science-based
targets we are trying to achieve? How do you set science-based targets? What
does the industry already know? What examples exist?
• Build sustainability into training programs for marketers.
WFA research has shown that there is a significant gap in marketer’s
understanding of sustainability issues and how to address them.
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BACKGROUND.
To effectively tackle the unique challenges
that CMOs face today, the ANA and Cannes
Lions established the Global CMO Growth
Council in 2018.

Since then, the
Growth Council
has guided the
development of
operational
business systems
that support the 4
Global Growth
Priorities of our
Industry Growth
Agenda.

Growth Priority 1
BRAND, CREATIVITY,
AND MEDIA
1. Revolutionize marketing
as B4H (Brands for
Humans).
2. Elevate the marketing
craft.
3. Establish the financial
value of a brand.
4. Transform the media
ecosystem.
Growth Priority 2
DATA, TECHNOLOGY,
AND MEASUREMENT
1. Create and optimize
transparency in the
programmatic media
supply chain/digital
ecosystem.
2. Lead the business and
cultural transformation
that is empowered by data
and technology.
3. Transform the digital media
ecosystem to be
addressable and privacy
safe as the industry moves
to a cookie-less and Apple
IDFA – less ecosystem.
4. Create a robust crossplatform measurement
system for advertisingessential metrics.
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Growth Priority 3
TALENT AND MARKETING
ORGANIZATION
1. Achieve diversity and
inclusion in our marketing
organizations to
represent diverse global
markets.
2. Rescope marketing
internally to ensure
marketing teams are
skilled in key
competencies.
3. Rescope marketing
externally to attract a
wider base of the very
best talent.
4. Develop CMOs to drive
more growth.
Growth Priority 4
SOCIETY AND SUSTAINABILITY
1. Achieve equal
representation in the media
and creative supply chain.
2. Eliminate systemic
investment inequalities in
the media and creative
supply chain.
3. Eliminate bias and racism
by accurately portraying all
humanity in advertising,
content, and media.
4. Eliminate hateful and
harmful content online.
5. NEW: Build a sustainable
future
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GROWTH COUNCIL LEADERSHIP PRIORITY: Brand, Creativity, and Media
Reframing the role of marketing and how it contributes
to an organization’s business growth is foundational to
the Growth Council’s Leadership Agenda.

Our goal is to energize the industry’s premier marketing assets to
stimulate brand and media innovation to drive growth.

GROWTH MANDATE

PROGRESS THROUGH JUNE 2021

Revolutionize marketing as
B4H (Brands for Humans).

• The Growth Council finalized its position on the Brands For Humans platform and shared with 177 CMOs at the first annual
Brands For Humans (B4H) Summit on April 28th.
• We are developing a B4H Playbook of 20+ concise case studies that show how brands have delivered on the B4H promise
of adding value to people’s lives while also driving growth.
• We are creating a CMO Ambassador program, where CMOs will lead rich, peer-level discussions in small, private groups to
ensure alignment and common understanding of B4H amongst the CMO community of the GGC.

Elevate the marketing craft.

• Launched a series of peer exchanges where CMOs convene to build gold standards in creativity, innovation and insights.
Sessions are in partnership with world-class SMEs from Cannes LIONS, Fortune, Forbes, The Harris Poll/MDC Partners,
Morning Consult, Deloitte, WARC, and others. To date, over 500 CMOs have participated.
• Almost 200 CMOs have joined the CMO Exchange, a private forum for peer-to-peer learning, only for CMOs.

Establish a common
framework for the financial
value of a brand.

• Published our first common framework of “7 Brand Growth KPIs”, created and endorsed by 100+ CMOs and business
executives.
• Partnered with MASB (Marketing Accountability Standards Board) to develop a universal methodology to determine the
Financial Value of a Brand, which was released as a whitepaper by MASB in June 2021.
• We will be publishing a Brand Growth Catalogue of case studies and best practices for each of the 7 Brand Growth KPIs,
sourced from a variety of businesses, company sizes, and categories.

Transform the media
ecosystem.

• We’ve created the industry’s first “Media Leadership Growth Council” to work with the GGC in driving strategic
imperatives within the media industry, including: (1) Strategy, Activation, and Innovation; (2) Safety, Society, and
Sustainability; (3) Talent, Leadership, and Operations; (4) Measurement, Data, and Productivity; and (5) Technology, Trust,
and Transparency.

From Leadership to Action: A Progress Report | H1 2021
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE BRAND, CREATIVITY, AND MEDIA WORKING TEAM, CLICK HERE.
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THE BRAND, CREATIVITY, AND MEDIA LEADERSHIP TEAM
Group Manager: Meg Wubbenhorst
Chair

New to the Council

Attended the June 23 Leadership Forum @ Cannes

ZAID AL-QASSAB
Chief Marketing
Officer

DEAN ARAGON
CEO & Vice Chairman

NORMAN DE GREVE
Chief Marketing
Officer

MATHILDE
DELHOUME
Global Brand Officer

RAVI DHAR

GEORGE HAMMER
Chief Content Officer

MARCEL MARCONDES
U.S. Chief Marketing
Officer

IVAN POLLARD
Former Chief Marketing
Officer

MAYRA RIVERA
Chief Marketing Officer

PEGGY ROE
Global Officer,
Customer Experience,
Loyalty & New
Ventures

ALISON LEWIS
Chief Growth Officer

GREG LYONS
Chief Marketing Officer
at PepsiCo Beverages
North America

ALEX SCHULTZ
VP, Analytics and CMO

DARA TRESEDER
Chief Marketing and
Communications
Officer

KINGSLEY WHEATON
Chief Marketing Officer

George Rogers Clark
Professor of
Management and
Marketing / Director,
Yale Center for
Customer Insights, Yale
School of Management

JOSH FELDMAN
Chief Marketing
Officer

JON HALL
Head of Consumer
Experience Strategy

MARISA THALBERG
Chief Brand and
Marketing Officer

JON IWATA
Yale Center for
Customer Insights
Ogilvy Fellow

Beginning 2H 2021
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GROWTH COUNCIL LEADERSHIP PRIORITY: Data, Technology, and Measurement
At the direction of the Growth Council’s leadership,
the ANA has assembled the world’s foremost
experts in data, technology and measurement.

From this point on, the Global CMO Growth Council has direct access
to the most current, up-to-the-minute information and business
implications related to the continued transformation of the world’s
data and technology ecosystems.

GROWTH MANDATE

PROGRESS THROUGH JUNE 2021

Optimize investments in
programmatic media by
increasing transparency and
overhauling the supply chain
and digital ecosystem.

• We assembled the industry’s first leadership coalition of “Heads of Programmatic Media,” each nominated by Growth Council CMOs.
• This unprecedented group of influential leaders represent top businesses around the world like IBM, Aetna, SAP, Mastercard,
General Motors, PepsiCo, Ebay, Kimberly-Clarke, Visa, and others.
• We will hold workshops and publish their first CMO compendium in August 2021.
• Est: 10 points in efficiency gains = $10B total combined savings for Growth Council members who adopt the new framework

Transform digital media
ecosystem to be addressable
and privacy safe as industry
moves to a cookie-less and
Apple IDFA-less ecosystem.

• Over 130 CMOs participated in a series of virtual workshops to contribute insights for two compendiums that will help CMOs
implement viable alternatives in the new age of data privacy in media. These compendiums have since been distributed to over
1,200 CMOs around the world.
• ANA continues lead role in PRAM (Partnership for Responsible Addressable Media), with regular Growth Council updates
• We are developing a CMO working team program around cookie-less environment.

Create a robust crossplatform media measurement
system for advertisingessential metrics.

• ANA is assembling an industry level collaborative.
• Reviewed progress with ANA Board Executive Committee and ANA Board.

• Will socialize with CMOs in Growth Council.
• Launch a pilot in late 2021

Lead the business and cultural
transformation that is
empowered by data and tech.

• We published the industry’s first MarTech Procurement and Implementation for CMOs. It has been downloaded 1,625 times so far.
• Developing CMO workshops for best practice in organizational structure, capabilities and culture for operational agility.

From Leadership to Action: A Progress Report | H1 2021
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE DATA, TECHNOLOGY, AND MEASUREMENT WORKING TEAM, CLICK HERE.
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THE DATA, TECHNOLOGY, AND MEASUREMENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
Group Manager: Smiti Kumar
Chair
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New to the Council

Attended the June 23 Leadership Forum @ Cannes

ZENA ARNOLD
Chief Digital &
Marketing Officer

ALYSIA BORSA
Chief Marketing &
Data Officer

SUZY DEERING
Global CMO

DAVE EDELMAN
Industry Leader

DENISE KARKOS
Chief Marketing
Officer

ARIEL KELMAN
EVP, Chief Marketing
Officer

MICHELLE PELUSO
Chief Customer Officer

CARLA PIÑEYRO
SUBLETT
Chief Marketing
Officer

RAJA RAJAMANNAR
Chief Marketing and
Communications
Officer, President,
Healthcare Business

TAMARA ROGERS
Global Chief
Marketing Officer,
Consumer Healthcare

DEBORAH WAHL
Global Chief
Marketing Officer

DANIEL CHERRY III
SVP, General Manager

SHEILA HOLMAN
Head of Marketing

GAIL HORWOOD
Chief Marketing
Officer
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GROWTH COUNCIL LEADERSHIP PRIORITY: Talent and Marketing Organization
Our mission is to drive growth through increased focus on
organization development, from the initial talent pipeline
through the current marketing organization to CMO growth.

We are working to develop the new talent and organizational
workflows to drive peak performance throughout our current
talent pool as well as attract a new generation of marketers.

GROWTH MANDATE

PROGRESS THROUGH JUNE 2021

Achieve diversity and
inclusion in our
marketing
organizations to
represent diverse
global markets

• The Growth Council launched a series of virtual workshops to address recruitment, development and retention of diverse talent, creating
a culture of inclusion and metrics. These sessions were hosted by the co-chairs of the initiative – Elizabeth Rutledge (American Express)
and Julia Goldin (LEGO), as well as Marc Pritchard (P&G) and Frank Cooper (BlackRock).

Rescope marketing
internally to ensure
that marketing
teams are skilled in
key competencies

• Through the first half of the year, our efforts have focused on ensuring that the entire Global CMO Growth Council community is aware of
the available resources for capability assessment, skill development and certified training.

Rescope marketing
externally to attract
a wider base of the
very best talent to
the marketing
industry

• We launched the 2021 ANA Educational Foundation Marketing and Advertising (MADE) Internships with unprecedented levels of
placements (100 interns at 75 companies). There have also been a record number of 175 marketers visiting university classrooms.

Develop CMOs to
drive more growth

• Through May 31st, we have conducted 19 working sessions and webinars to keep CMOs current with the latest information and case
examples on topics that have been identified as central to their ability to drive more growth. A total of 623 CMOs have participated yearto-date.

• Over 200 CMOs attended the 5-part series and a summary compendium of best practices will be distributed globally.
• A second series is in development for Q4 2021

• Planning for a “Global Training Day” is now underway, calling on the entire marketing industry to take a collective pause on September 14,
2021, so all can recreate and enhance their skills with the world’s best practices that will help them and their businesses level up
individual skills and refuel growth at full potential moving forward.

• Continue to bridge academia with industry, we’re launching an initiative to create new, relevant case studies to modernize marketing
curricula.
• The Masters on Campus program brings CMOs to colleges to share Masters of Marketing-level educational content with students.

• Almost 200 CMOs have joined the CMO Exchange, a private forum for peer-to-peer learning, only for CMOs.
• Created two new Growth Council working groups to better address industry sectors: B2B and Small-to-Mid-Sized Companies
From Leadership to Action: A Progress Report | H1 2021
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE TALENT AND MARKETING ORGANIZATION WORKING TEAM, CLICK HERE.
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THE TALENT AND MARKETING ORGANIZATION LEADERSHIP TEAM
Group Manager: Smiti Kumar
Chair
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New to the Council

Attended the June 23 Leadership Forum @ Cannes

LYNN BLASHFORD
Chief Marketing
Officer

JENNIFER
BREITHAUPT
Industry Leader

FRANK COOPER III
Chief Marketing
Officer

PETER DEBENEDICTUS
Chief Marketing
Officer, Middle East &
Africa

JULIA GOLDIN
Chief Product and
Marketing Officer

JENNIFER HALLORAN
Head of Marketing
and Brand

ALICIA HATCH
Chief Marketing
Officer

RAHUL MALHOTRA
Head of Brand
Strategy and
Stewardship

SARAH PERSONETTE
VP, Global Client
Solutions

ELIZABETH RUTLEDGE
Chief Marketing
Officer
.

ANDREA SENGARA
Head of Marketing,
U.S.

MEREDITH VERDONE
Chief Marketing
Officer

NEIL GOLDEN
Lecturer

PATRICK MCLEAN
SVP & Chief Marketing
Officer
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GROWTH COUNCIL LEADERSHIP PRIORITY: Society and Sustainability
Brands must become a force for good and a force for
growth through action – individually at our companies,
and together as a CMO community.

The top priority is to use marketing to promote equality and
inclusion to achieve a better world for humanity and drive
more growth and value for business.

GROWTH MANDATE

PROGRESS THROUGH JUNE 2021

Achieve equal
representation in media and
creative supply chain (50%
gender equality / 40%
multicultural diversity)

• The Growth Council launched a series of 5 virtual workshops to address recruitment, development and retention of diverse talent,
creating a culture of inclusion, and diversity metrics. Over 200 CMOs attended the 5-part series and a second series is in development for
Q4 2021.

Eliminate systemic
investment inequalities in
the media and creative
supply chain

• Released a list of 305 Certified Diverse Suppliers and a “Suppliers Serving Predominately Multicultural and Diverse Audiences for
Marketing and Advertising, Non-Minority Owned and/or Non-Minority Certified”, in partnership with AIMM.

Eliminate bias and racism by
accurately portraying all
humanity in advertising,
content and media

• Launched Diversity & Inclusion Measurement Matrix for measuring diverse segments across gender, race/ethnicity, ability, sexual
preference, age, body size, in partnership with AIMM, SeeHer, Geena Davis Institute for Gender Equality, and Unstereotype Alliance to
ensure all content is reviewed for bias, cultural relevance and accurate portrayal.

Eliminate hateful and
harmful content online

• Partnering with GARM (Global Alliance for Responsible Media), IAB, WFA, et al, to meet regularly with Facebook, YouTube and Twitter to
accelerate eliminating hate speech, holding platforms accountable for measurements, and delivering upon stated online performance
metrics.

• Launched a DEI Resources site of frameworks, resources, and best practices for CMOs and their teams, featuring content from AIMM,
SeeHer, and the GGC. Content was included in Google’s All-In Inclusion Toolkit, created for marketers and released June 2021, in order to
maximize reach and scale.

• Creating a “Supplier Diversity Challenges & Solutions” playbook, sourced from CMOs and minority suppliers.
• Working with Google and partners to eradicate algorithmic bias.

• Launching a new ANA initiative, #EngageResponsibly, an open-source movement that empowers consumers, brands and social media
platforms to take action to prevent the spread of hate speech online.
NEW – Build a sustainable
future

• Collaborating with ANA Society & Sustainability Committee to produce Sustainability Glossary for industry to ensure consistent definitions
and roadmap for industry efforts.
• Partnering with Adweek’s Sustainability Council to create CMO-targeted playbooks, case studies, and frameworks at scale.

From Leadership to Action: A Progress Report | H1 2021
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE SOCIETY AND SUSTAINABILITY WORKING TEAM, CLICK HERE.
@CMO_GC | @ANAMarketers | #ActionsNotAds | #GrowthSummit | #Leadership2Action | @Cannes_Lions
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Leadership Forum | June 23, 2021

THE SOCIETY AND SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP TEAM
Group Manager: Meg Wubbenhorst
Chair

New to the Council

Attended the June 23 Leadership Forum @ Cannes

TARA AGEN
Global Head and VP,
Marketing Planning,
Operations and Office
of the CMO

LISA BECKET
Senior Vice President,
Global Marketing

LYNNE BIGGAR
EVP, Chief Marketing
Officer

MELISSA BROTZ
Chief Marketing &
Communications
Officer

FIONA CARTER
Partner, Chief
Marketing Officer

LUIS DI COMO
Executive Vice
President Global
Media

ALICIA ENCISO
Chief Marketing
Officer

MARIE GULIN-MERLE
GVP, Ads Marketing &
Centers of Excellence

TARIQ HASSAN
Chief Marketing
Officer

JOSH LINE
EVP and Chief Brand
Officer

STEPHAN LOERKE
Chief Executive Officer

MARC PRITCHARD
Chief Brand Officer

MARC TOULEMONDE
Chief Digital and
Marketing Officer

PAUL ALEXANDER
Chief Marketing
Officer

ANTONIO LUCIO
Executive Fellow, Yale
School of
Management and
Founder

MANOJ
RAGHUNDANAN
Global President Self
Care OTC and Office of
Marketing Value

KATIE WILLIAMS
Chief Marketing
Officer, U.S.

NOTE: Kate Stanford will
be attending for Marie.

PAMELA FORBUS
Chief Marketing
Officer
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SMALL TO MID-SIZED COMPANY
WORKING TEAM LEADERSHIP

Chair

SOYOUNG KANG
Chief Marketing
Officer
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New to the Council

LYNN PINA
Chief Marketing
Officer

B2B4H WORKING
TEAM LEADERSHIP

Attended the June 23 Leadership Forum @ Cannes

DEAN ARAGON
CEO and Vice
Chairman

JANN SCHWARZ
Senior Director,
Global Head of The
B2B Institute

@CMO_GC | @ANAMarketers | #ActionsNotAds | #GrowthSummit | #Leadership2Action | @Cannes_Lions

Additional Growth
Opportunities
Align the resources of the Global CMO
Growth Council around your
organization’s growth goals.

RECAP

GLOBAL CMO GROWTH COUNCIL
Leadership Forum | June 23, 2021

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The CMO Growth Council Exchange
The CMO Exchange puts client-side
CMOs in direct contact with other
client-side CMOs who share the
same challenges that you do, and
are willing to share their practices,
approaches and expertise.

The Global CMO Growth Council Program Leads

Join over 200 CMOs in the
Global CMO Exchange
• LINK for More
• Contact Rochelle CarterWilson, CMO Exchange
Concierge at ANA

Adopt a universal framework of KPIs
to measure brand growth and value
Download Brand Growth
KPIs: New universal
frameworks for B4H
Brands. LINK

Download your CMO Executive
Brief. This quick read will provide you
with an executive brief on the
specific steps and actions that CMOs
around the world agreed to take to
transform marketing into a force for
growth and good.

Engage with the global CMO
community at the next CMO Working
Team Session, Executive Forum,
CMO Office Hours, or Summit.
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NICK
PRIMOLA
EVP, Global CMO
Growth Council

SMITI
KUMAR
VP, Global CMO
Growth Council

nprimola@ana.net

• Data, Technology,
and Measurement
• Talent and
Marketing
Organization

MEG
WUBBENHORST
VP, Global CMO
Growth Council
• Brand, Creativity,
and Media
• Society and
Sustainability
mwubbenhorst@ana.net

skumar@ana.net

THE 2021 GLOBAL CMO
GROWTH SUMMIT
One of the world’s most influential
gatherings of business leaders.
• Download the Brief. LINK
• Schedule a One-to-One
Executive Briefing. LINK

Visit the CMO Events
landing page. LINK

Over the past 3 years, CMOs from the
world’s top brands have gathered at the
annual ANA Masters of Marketing
Conference for the Global CMO Growth
Summit. Together, they are transforming
the industry into a force for growth and a
force for good.
PRE-REGISTER NOW:
global-cmo-growth-council@ana.net

@CMO_GC | @ANAMarketers | #ActionsNotAds | #GrowthSummit | #Leadership2Action | @Cannes_Lions

